Correlation between peripapillary macular fiber layer thickness and visual acuity in patients with open-angle glaucoma
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Purpose: To determine whether the best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) is significantly correlated with the retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT) in the different peripapillary areas in eyes with open-angle glaucoma (OAG).

Patients and methods: Two hundred twenty-nine eyes of 159 patients with OAG were studied. The overall RNFLT and the RNFLT in the superior (S), temporal (T), inferior (I), and nasal (N) quadrants were measured by Stratus optical coherence tomography (OCT). In addition, the temporal RNFLT was measured for three 30° sectors with the mid-temporal (mT) sector at the three or nine o’clock position. The Spearman coefficient of correlation was calculated to determine whether a significant correlation existed between the RNFLT and the BCVA. Eyes with a BCVA < 20/20 were classified as having decreased BCVA.

Results: There were significant correlations between the BCVA and the overall RNFLT, and also between the BCVA and the RNFLT in the T, I, and S quadrants. The coefficient correlation between the BCVA and RNFLT was the highest in the mT sector (r = −0.40, P < 0.0001). Forty-eight eyes (21.1%) were classified as having decreased BCVA. The cut-off value of the mT sector for eyes with decreased VA was 39.0 µm.

Conclusion: The highest correlation between the BCVA and the RNFLT in the mT sector was most likely due to the location of the maculopapillary bundle in this region of the optic disc. Our findings indicate that when the RNFLT in the mT sector is reduced to 40 µm, glaucoma treatment should be reconsidered.
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Introduction
Glucoma affects over 70 million people worldwide and is the second most frequent cause of blindness. A major risk factor of glaucoma is increased age, and the lengthening life span worldwide has increased the number of individuals with glaucoma and blindness. Generally, the central visual fields and visual acuity (VA) are preserved until the late stages of glaucoma. However there are patients whose VA is decreased even in the early stages of glaucoma. Because of the high density of RGCs in the fovea, the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) from the foveal area is thicker than that from the peripheral area of the retina. However, it is estimated that a loss of 20% of the RGC is necessary to detect a 5 dB decrease in mean deviation (MD) of the standard automated perimetry (SAP). Thus, examination by SAP has been reported to be not adequate for detecting early stage glaucoma. Instead, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and Heidelberg Retina Tomograph-II (HRT-II) or their joint use has been recommended for detecting early stage glaucoma.
OCT is a noninvasive, noncontact, objective method of obtaining a cross-sectional image of the retina with resolution of approximately 10 μm. The OCT findings are repeatable with a coefficient of variation ranging from 3.8% to 5.2%, and measurements of the RNFL thickness (RNFLT) can assist in the diagnosis of early glaucoma. It has been shown that the RNFLT is highly correlated with the mean deviations (MDs) of the Humphrey field analyzer (HFA). Thus, the evaluation of RNFLT by OCT has emerged as an important method for pre-perimetric diagnosis of glaucoma and may help not only in an accurate and early diagnosis of glaucoma, but also as a method to follow glaucomatous progression.

Because there are a few reports on cases with a central scotoma and decreased VA due to glaucoma, we first surveyed the number of glaucoma patients with decreased BCVA in our outpatient glaucoma clinic. We investigated whether the OCT-determined RNFLT would help in the detection of these glaucoma patients with decreased BCVA. We were specifically interested in which regions of the RNFLT were best correlated with the BCVA in these patients with glaucoma. We shall show that the thickness of the temporal RNFLT of the optic disc was more highly correlated with the BCVA, and the middle temporal (mT) 30 area which included maculopapillary bundle had the highest coefficient of correlation.

**Subjects and methods**

**Patient eligibility criteria**

Patients were included if they: (1) were diagnosed with open-angle glaucoma (OAG) including primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) and normal tension glaucoma (NTG); (2) had refractive errors (spherical equivalent) of < +3.0 diopters (D) and > −8.00 D; and (3) had glaucomatous visual field meeting the Anderson–Pattela classification. Patients were excluded if they had any of the following during the follow-up: (1) development of any ocular disease; (2) systemic diseases affecting the visual fields; (3) intraocular surgery; and (4) cataract progression.

The baseline clinical parameters including age, gender, and refractive error for each patient were recorded. The baseline best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was measured with a standard Japanese decimal visual acuity chart and converted to the base 10 logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) for the statistical analyses. The IOPs were measured by Goldmann applanation tonometry at the time of the initial diagnosis of OAG without any medications for the glaucoma.

This study followed the Tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and approval for the analysis of the retrospective data was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of the Tohoku Graduate School of Medicine.

**Classification of disc appearance**

The optic discs were divided into myopic glaucomatous disc (MY) or non-MY types. In the MY disc type, the optic disc had temporal peripapillary atrophy with temporal cupping, and was tilted slightly temporally. Two glaucoma specialists classified the disc types independently, and if their classification did not agree and the optic disc was difficult to classify, the case was excluded from the statistical analyses. The percentage of cases that were excluded was 18.8%. Patients with abnormal disc appearances, including large disc, small disc, and lower conus were also excluded.

**Visual field analyses**

The mean deviation (MD) values were obtained by the Swedish interactive threshold algorithm (SITA)-standard strategy of the 30-2 program of the Humphrey field analyzer (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA). The MD values were obtained from reliable visual fields, ie, <20% fixation errors, <33% false-positives, and <33% false-negatives.

**Regional RNFLT measurements with Stratus OCT**

The RNFLT was measured with the Stratus OCT instrument software version 4.0.1, (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.). The fast RNFL protocol (consisting of three circular scans (3.46 mm in diameter) centered on the optic disc) was used. The overall RNFLT covering the entire circumference of the optic disc was determined by the embedded program of the Stratus OCT. Similarly, the RNFLT in the four quadrants, the superior (S; 135° to 45°), temporal (T; 225° to 315° in the right eye, 45° to 135° in the left eye), inferior (I; 135° to 225°), and nasal (N; 45° to 135° in the right eye, 225° to 315° in the left), were measured. The temporal RNFL of the optic disc was subdivided into three 30° sectors with the mid-temporal (mT) sector centered at 9 o’clock for the right eye or at 3 o’clock for the left eye. The segmentation algorithms occasionally failed, especially with glaucomatous eyes with poor quality OCT images. Therefore, images with signal intensity <6, or were poor with questionable segmentation were excluded.

**Statistical analyses**

Analysis of variance for continuous data (Kruskal–Wallis test: ANOVA followed by Scheffe post hoc test) was used to determine the significance of differences in the RNFLT in the four quadrants. The significance level was set $P < 0.05$. 
Fisher’s exact test was used for statistical analysis of the categorical data. Spearman’s correlation analysis was used to determine the correlations between the BCVA and the IOP without medication and with the RNFLT in the different regions of the optic disc. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the RNFLT in different areas, the areas under the curve (AUC), and the cut-off values for eyes with reduced BCVA (<20/20) due to glaucoma were calculated with the JMP software version 8.0.1, (SAS Institute Japan Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The data are expressed as the means ± standard deviations (SDs).

Results

Two hundred twenty-nine eyes (men 46%, women 54%) were studied. The average age of the patients with OAG was 56.7 ± 14.5 yrs, the refractive error (spherical equivalent) was −3.1 ± 2.7 diopters (D), the MD was −9.2 ± 6.8 dB (median: −7.7 dB), the BCVA was 0.0062 ± 0.2 logMAR units, and the baseline IOP was 18.4 ± 7.4* mmHg (Table 1).

The average overall RNFLT was 74.7 ± 17.5 µm, the S quadrant was 94.4 ± 27.5 µm, the T quadrant was 57.9 ± 18.3 µm, the I quadrant was 83.1 ± 27.0 µm, and the N quadrant was 62.8 ± 15.5 µm. For the temporal RNFLT, the superior temporal (sT) sector was 66.1 ± 25.0 µm, mT sector was 52.4 ± 16.8 µm, and the inferior T (iT) sector was 55.2 ± 21.5 µm (Table 2).

Forty-eight of the 229 eyes (21.1%) were placed in the decreased BCVA group. There were weak but significant correlations between the BCVA and the IOP (r = 0.201, P = 0.024), and between the BCVA and the overall RNFLT (r = −0.289, P < 0.0001). The correlations between the BCVA and the RNFLT of the T quadrant (r = −0.368, P < 0.0001), the S quadrant (r = −0.289, P = 0.001), and the I quadrant (r = −0.202, P < 0.0001) were all significant. However that for the N quadrant was not significant (r = −0.095; P = 0.051; Figure 1B). For the temporal area of optic disc, there were significant correlations between the BCVA and the mT sector (r = −0.396, P < 0.0001, Figure 1A), the iT sector (r = −0.345, P < 0.0001), and the sT sector (r = −0.269, P < 0.0001; Figure 1). The coefficient of correlation was the highest for the mT sector.

Logistic regression analysis with the AUC of the ROC showed that AUC of the overall RNFLT was 0.743 (Figure 2). For the different quadrants, the AUC in the T quadrant was the highest at 0.777, and then 0.700 for the I quadrant, 0.668 for the S quadrant, and 0.612 for the N quadrant. In addition, the mT sector had the highest AUC at 0.784, and the next was 0.745 in the iT sector and 0.726 in the sT sector (Figure 2). The cut-off values of the overall RNFLT for eyes with VA < 20/20 was 61.6 µm, and 53.0 µm for the T quadrant, and 39.0 µm for the mT sector (Figure 2A). The sensitivity in the mT sector was 0.62 and the specificity was 0.86.

Among the two disc types, MY and non-MY, patients with the MY disc type were significantly younger (P < 0.0001), more myopic (P < 0.0001), and had worse MDs (P = 0.0142) than those with the other disc type (Table 1). However, the differences in the gender, BCVA, and IOP between the MY disc type and non-MY disc type were not significant (Table 1). When the criterion BCVA was set at <0.3 (<20/60) for selecting patients with decreased VA, there were more patients with decreased VA in the MY disc type than in the non-MY disc types (P = 0.0425; Figure 3).

A representative glaucoma patient with decreased VA (20/100) with the MY disc (Figure 4A, C, E, G) and a normal case (VA = 20/20) with the MY disc (Figure 4B, D, F, H) are shown in Figure 4. The glaucoma patient was a 63-year-old man who had NTG with an HFA −7.38 dB mean deviation. His refractive error was −4.75 D and IOP was 12 mmHg.

Table 1 Demographic data of the patients with or without glaucomatous myopic disc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MY (n = 129)</th>
<th>non-MY (n = 100)</th>
<th>Total (n = 229)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, n(%)</td>
<td>65 (50.4%)</td>
<td>40 (40.0%)</td>
<td>105 (45.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n(%)</td>
<td>64 (49.6%)</td>
<td>60 (60.0%)</td>
<td>124 (54.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yrs (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>51.1 ± 14.1*</td>
<td>64.0 ± 11.5</td>
<td>56.7 ± 14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE (D)</td>
<td>−4.3 ± 2.5*</td>
<td>−1.5 ± 2.6</td>
<td>−3.1 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD (dB)</td>
<td>−10.3 ± 7.4*</td>
<td>−7.8 ± 5.7</td>
<td>−9.2 ± 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logMAR</td>
<td>0.0128 ± 0.2</td>
<td>−0.0022 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.0062 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOP (mmHg)</td>
<td>19.0 ± 7.2</td>
<td>18.0 ± 6.6</td>
<td>18.4 ± 7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The data showed the means ± standard deviation (SD). *P < 0.05, compared with that of non-MY.

Abbreviations: SE, spherical equivalent; MD, mean deviation of Humphrey fields analyzer; IOP, intraocular pressure.

Table 2 Average of regional RNFLTs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>RNFLT (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>74.7 ± 17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>94.4 ± 27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>57.9 ± 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td>83.1 ± 27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>62.8 ± 15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sT</td>
<td>66.1 ± 25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mT</td>
<td>52.4 ± 16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iT</td>
<td>55.2 ± 21.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Avg, average of all RNFLT; S, superior; T, temporal; I, inferior; N, nasal. Quadrant temporal RNFLT was further divided into 3 regions (30 degree each), sT, superotemporal; mT, midtemporal; iT, inferotemporal; RNFLT, retinal nerve fiber layer thickness.
The normal patient was a 66-years-old man with a refractive error of −5.0 D and an IOP of 12 mmHg.

The glaucoma patients with decreased VA had a thinner RNFLT in the mT sector (Figure 4C, D) and a dark fluorescence at the optic disc indicating a lower blood perfusion (filling defect) in the optic disc which was demonstrated by fluorescent angiography (Figure 4E), while the filling defect was not detected in the normal patients with the myopic disc (Figure 4F).

**Discussion**

Our results showed that there was a weak but significant correlation between the BCVA and the overall RNFLT obtained by Stratus OCT. Analyses of the different regions of the RNFL showed that the temporal area had the highest correlation to the BCVA among the four quadrants, and the correlation was highest for the mT (3 or 9 o’clock) sector of the optic disc. This is reasonable because this region includes the peripapillary macular bundle.

Among our patients, there were 21.1% with BCVA < 20/20. The ROC analyses showed the same trends as those obtained for the RNFLT. The RNFLT cut-off values for the glaucoma-tous eyes with BCVA < 20/20 was 39.0 µm. However, there are limitations to this cut-off value because some patients with RNFLT < 39 µm still had good vision and some with RNFLT > 39 µm had poor vision. Our conclusion was reached by statistical analyses of our data, and we need to be careful in interpreting the data because the structure and the function were not always correlated.

Although glaucoma is generally considered to be a disease in which the VA is relatively good, our data showed that the percentage of OAG patients with decreased VA (<20/20)
was not insignificant (21.1%). In these patients, the highest correlation between the RNFLT and the BCVA was for the mT sector which included the peripapillary macular bundle. This is in agreement with the report that an examination of the peripapillary RNFLT will provide a better chance of detecting early glaucoma than that of the T quadrant of the RNFLT.18 The peripapillary RNFLT is also significantly correlated with the severity of neuro-ophthalmological diseases such as chiasmal tumors19, and is linearly correlated with VA in the patients with optic neuritis.20 Thus, the peripapillary RNFLT measured by Stratus OCT is a better objective parameter to assess axonal degenerative ocular diseases not only for glaucoma but also for neuro-ophthalmological diseases.

To interpret the Stratus OCT-determined sectorial RNFLT, attention must be paid to the limitation of this technique, viz., glial proliferation and the reproducibility. After axonal degeneration, glial cells tend to proliferate21 into the nerve fiber layer. Because OCT measures the combined axon fibers and glial cells, the RNFLT is not an accurate measure of the real number of RGC axons at the late stage of glaucoma.

The standard deviation of the thickness of the quadrant sector (90°) of the RNFLT ranges from 6 to 16 µm which was less than that in the narrower sectors (30°) of the RNFLT where it was 20 µm.11 Thus, these variances must be considered when the RNFLT of the mT region is used to assess the degree of damage to the axons in the peripapillary bundle (Figure 1). If the reproducibility of the narrower RNFLT can be improved, eg, by a quicker scan or by more accurate tracking of the eye, measurements of the RNFLT in the mT sector would be more valuable for assessing the visual function objectively.

Carroll and Forbes4 postulated that glaucoma-associated central visual field defects may be related to myopia. On the other hand, Pickett et al reported that among ten glaucoma patients with early loss of the central visual acuity, only three were myopic.5 Ivers et al14 studied 3654 subjects, and
reported that the BCVA had the same or better sensitivity and specificity for detecting glaucoma than the IOP. Our results showed that the number of glaucoma patients with severely decreased VA (0.3 or less) was significantly higher in the eyes with the MY disc type. In addition, patients with decreased VA in the MY disc type had thinner RNFLT in the mT section and lower blood perfusion (filling defect). A filling defect on the surface of optic disc is specific for the aT section and lower blood perfusion (filling defect).

In conclusion, our findings suggest that the RNFLT, especially in the temporal area, would explain the decrease in the BCVA in glaucoma patients, and if the thickness is close to 40 μm, there is a significant risk for decreasing VA due to glaucoma.
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